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ccd cameras are very sensitive to changes in temperature. if the temperature is too cold, the ccd will not perform as well. if the temperature is too hot, the ccd will be very noisy. it is important to keep the camera clean and protected from the elements. a ccd camera can be set for auto focus. this is done by moving a tiny motor in the lens. most
cameras have one motor in each lens. when this motor is moved to the appropriate position, the camera will automatically focus. a ccd camera can be set for auto exposure. this is done by moving a tiny motor in the camera body. the auto exposure setting is turned off when the camera is set to its lowest setting. it is turned on when the camera is
set to its highest setting. the camera's auto exposure is based on the amount of light that falls on the camera. if the amount of light changes, the auto exposure setting is updated to keep the camera from being underexposed. the ccd camera's frame rate is determined by the speed at which the lens motor moves. the frame rate is set to a single

value when the camera is set to its lowest setting. it is set to a multiple of this value when the camera is set to its highest setting. the spy camera and motion activated light surveillance system certification course in dubai, taught by experienced professionals with international accreditation in the field of security. the course covers all the topics in
detail and is ideal for beginners, intermediate level or experienced professionals. the course also includes practical experience in designing and installing the system, along with a detailed course on how to operate and maintain the surveillance system. the spy camera and motion activated light surveillance system course covers all the topics in

detail and is ideal for beginners, intermediate level or experienced professionals.
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